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REVIEW HEARING - LICENSING OFFICER’S REPORT 
    
PREMISES NAME: Rajdoot Tandoori 
 
PREMISES ADDRESS: 16 Gloucester Street, Stroud, GL5 1QG 
 
LICENCE HOLDER: Mr Renu Miah 
 
REVIEW APPLICANT: Home Office Immigration Enforcement 
 
REVIEW REF: 19/00948/LAREV 
 
HEARING DATE: 16 September 2019 
 
 
APPENDICES     Appendix A  Current Premises Licence 

Appendix B  Review Application 
Appendix C  Immigration Enforcement Supporting  

Evidence  
Appendix D  Police Representation 
Appendix E Support Representations 
Appendix F Supporting Evidence From Licence   

Holder 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
1.1 Rajdoot Tandoori is a restaurant in Stroud that has operated at this location 

for many years. 
 
1.2 A premises Licence has been in place for Rajdoot Tandoori since the 

Licensing Act came into force in 2005. The licence permits sale of alcohol and 
late night refreshment (selling of hot food and drink after 23.00 hours). 
Appendix A is a copy of the current licence. 

 
1.3 The times permitted on the licence are: 
 Sunday to Thursday – 12.00 to midnight  
 Friday and Saturday – 12.00 to 01.00  
 
1.4 Between 2005 and May 2019 the licence holder and designated premises 

supervisor was Mr Razak Miah.  
 
1.5 On 2nd May 2019 applications were made to transfer the licence to Mr Renu 

Miah and to also name him as the designated premises supervisor. The 
Police objected to these applications on the grounds of immigration offences. 
The Police gave details of two separate visits from authorities, in December 
2018 and April 2019 where illegal workers were identified. The Police stated 
they believed that the transfer application was a paper remedial exercise in an 
attempt to prevent a review.  
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1.6  On 14th June 2019 a hearing panel considered the Police Objection and 

concluded that the property transfer was one that more likely than not had 
been planned in advance and was independent of any proposed review. The 
panel therefore granted the applications to transfer the licence and to vary the 
designated premises supervisor 

 
 
2 APPLICATION FOR REVIEW  
 
2.1 An application for a review of the premises licence for Rajdoot Tandoori has 

been made by Home Office Immigration Enforcement. It relates to the 
licensing objective of the prevention of crime and disorder. The review 
application gives details of an Immigration Enforcement visit to the premises 
on 26th April 2019 during which illegal working was identified.  The Review 
Application is Appendix B. 

 
2.2 Immigration Enforcement have provided extra information and evidence in 

support of their review application. This is Appendix C 
 
 3 REPRESENTATIONS 
 
3.1 The Police have made representation supporting the review application. They 

give information about the previous transfer hearing and state that they feel 
there are links between Rajdoot Tandoori and The Gate of India and feel that 
both premises licence holders have shown blatant disregard for the law in 
relation to immigration offences. The Police representation is Appendix D. 

 
3.2 Four representations have been made by persons in support of the premises. 

The representations say that the premises are run to a high standard in a 
responsible manner with no evidence of crime and disorder. These are 
appendix E. 

 
4 SUPPORTING EVIDENCE FROM LICENCE HOLDER 
 
4.1 The solicitor acting on behalf of the Licence holder has submitted a petition 

supporting the premises signed by 43 customers and is Appendix F. The 
solicitor has indicated that he will be providing further supporting evidence 
from the licence holder. 
 

5 THE HEARING 
 
5.1 At the hearing the panel must take such steps it considers appropriate for the 

promotion of the licensing objectives. 
 
5.2 Any decision made by the licensing panel at the review hearing will not come 

into effect until the end of the period given for appealing against the decision 
or until the disposal of any appeal.  The right of appeal is to the Magistrates 
Court and must be made within 21 days of being notified of the decision of 
the panel. 

 
5.3   The steps that the licensing panel can take are:  
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 Modify the conditions of the premises licence 

 Exclude a licensable activity ( ie sale of alcohol or late night 
refreshment) 

 Remove the designated premise supervisor 

 Suspend the licence for a period not exceeding 3 months 

 Revoke the licence (NB if the licence is revoked  the restaurant can 
continue to operate but will not be able to sell alcohol or be open after 
23.00) 

 


